
ezH2O® BOTTLE FILLING STATIONS
Cleaner, Healthier Water



LZS8WSLP

Made in the USA 
Many of our products are made in the 

USA and comply with the Buy American 

Act. Check individual product listings for 

more information.

Shown on cover

Top: LZS8WSLP Cooler; Bottom-left: LK4420BF1UDBEVG Outdoor; Bottom-right: LZWS-LRPBM28K Bottle Filling Station

Drinking Solutions for Every Application
Our drinking water products are designed to meet or exceed your needs and 
specifications. Elkay® has a wide variety of bottle filling stations and water 
coolers that comply with adult or child ADA standards, as well as models that 
offer the added assurance of our WaterSentry® filters.
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Enhanced Units 
ezH2O® bottle filling stations provide convenient, sustainable 

and healthy hydration. The perfect solution for nearly every 

application, our enhanced models have all the great features 

of our original line with added ingenuity.

FillSafe™ Filter Recognition System
Filter recognition system detects a new Elkay filter and 
automatically resets the filter monitor light from red to green.

System Diagnostics
Unit automatically reviews the system to ensure it is operating 
within normal levels. Scrolling alerts appear on the visual 
display if an issue should arise.

Low Energy LED Light
An energy efficient touch that helps users see when their 
bottle is full and illuminates dark hallways.

Energy Savings
Programmable refrigeration system can be powered down 
during times when the unit is not in use to save energy costs.

On Wall

Real Drain
The basin includes a real drain 
system to help with drainage 
and eliminate standing water. 

Flexi-Guard® Saftey Bubbler
Flexi-Guard bubblers flex on impact 
and feature an antimicrobial agent 
that is infused into the bubbler for  
an extra level of security.

Electronic Push Bars 
Push bars provide easy activation.

Green Ticker™ 
Informs users of the number of 20 oz. 

single-use water bottles saved from waste 

by using reusable bottles and cups.  



On Wall
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Original Units 
Our original bottle filling stations offer essential features  

and benefits. 

LZS8WSSK

Hands Free
Sensor activation and bottle rest platform provide users  
with a touchless bottle filling experience. 

Minimal Splashing
Dispenses a clean, laminar flow of water so there’s
minimal splashing. 

Filter Status Lights
Colorful lights indicate when filter needs changing  
so you always know you’re getting filtered water.

Antimicrobial Protection
Inhibits the growth of mold and mildew.

Real Drain
The basin includes a real drain system to help with  
drainage and eliminate standing water. 

Green Cooler Combo 
Our EZ green family offers the features you have come to 

know with Elkay such as the Flexi-Guard® StreamSaver™ 

water efficient bubbler and push bar operation while 

including our energy-efficient refrigeration system. 

LZSTLG8WSSK

Quick Fill and Laminar Flow 
Fill rate is 1.1 GPM for refrigerated units and 1.5 GPM for  

non-refrigerated units. Laminar flow produces a clean fill  
with minimal splash. 

Features vary by model.



Vandal-resistant Bubbler 
Vandal-resistant bubbler is chrome plated with integral 

hood guard design to prevent contamination from other 

users, airborne deposits and tampering.

Vandal Resistant
Vandal-resistant Green  
Coolers/Cooler Combos

VRCTL8WSK LVRCGRN8WSK

For high-traffic applications such as education facilities or 

indoor recreation areas. Full stainless steel construction is not 

only durable, but easy to clean. Comes with vandal-resistant 

bubbler(s) and push-button activated bottle filling station. 

Non-filtered versions are rated for outdoor use. 

The vandal resistant green units are energy-efficient  

cooler combinations. 

Mechanically-activated Cooler Combos 
Convenient hydration along with a mechanical cooler so 

water is always available. Mechanically activated push bars 

on both front and sides operate during power disruption. 

LMABF8WSSK
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On Wall

Features vary by model.



EZ Retrofit Bottle Filling Station Kit 
The ezH2O retrofit can be installed on existing Elkay coolers.

LZWSRK
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On Wall

Surface Mount 
Can be used in locations with limited wall depth or in 

conjunction with a fountain or remote chiller. Available 

with electric display and available in a mechanically 

activated version with battery-powered Green ticker™ 

and visual filter monitor. 

LMASMB

Models

Sensor-activated design. Mechanical push button 

for areas where electric is 

not available.  

Features vary by model.

LZWSSM LMASMB



Architectural Bottle Filling Station Combinations 
Flush with wall for a seamless look, our SwirlFlo® and Soft Sides® 

architectural fountains paired with in-wall bottle filling stations 

are ideal for office buildings, hospitals and indoor recreational 

facilities. Available in filtered and non-filtered, refrigerated or 

non-refrigerated models.

Architectural Fountains With Integral Bottle Filling Stations 
The sleek design of our architectural fountains integrated with 
an ezH2O bottle filling station provides a complete, in-wall water 
delivery solution. 
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In Wall

LZWS-LRPBM28K

SwirlFlo
Sleek styling enhances all architectural 
types, whether classic or cutting edge.

Soft Sides 
Softly rounded corners and contoured basin 
provide a safer splash-resistant surface.

Bottle Filling Stations 
The ezH2O can be installed alone or with 

architectural fountains. 

Features vary by model.

Retrofit an Existing SwirlFlo® or Soft Sides® Fountain  
Retrofit kits convert your existing SwirlFlo and Soft Sides 
architectural fountains into bottle filling station combinations. 



Wall-mount Models 
With industry-leading construction, Elkay tubular  

wall-mount fountains and bottle filling stations are ideal  

for public spaces with high-traffic areas such as schools, 

parks and commercial buildings. 

LK4409BFBLU

Outdoor

Colors  

BlueEvergreen
(Standard)

Purple

Red Terracotta

Brown

Orange

Black

Yellow

BeigeGray White

Vandal Resistant
Vandal-resistant push buttons, bubblers and screws.

Sealed Freeze Resistance
Freeze-resistant models feature completely enclosed and 
sealed valves to keep water safe from contamination.

Quick Fill and Laminar Flow 
Fill rate is 1.0 GPM. Fills bottles faster than a standard  
drinking fountain. Laminar flow produces a clean fill  
with minimal splash.

Type 316 Stainless Steel
Increased corrosion resistance makes this product ideal for 
high-saline environments such as coastal regions and outdoor 
areas where de-icing salts are common.  
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Colors apply to all units.

Single-line installation makes these units a 

great choice when upgrading or replacing 

older fountains. One waste line means 

these units are simple to maintain.

Features vary by model.

LK4420BF1UEVG

Outdoor Tubular Bottle Filling Stations and Fountains   
Our outdoor tubular bottle filling stations and drinking fountains offer 

attractive, long-lasting durability to withstand tough weather conditions. 

The strong exterior is made from Type 316 stainless steel — standard on 

all Elkay outdoor tubular models! They are built for busy areas such as 

parks, pools, golf courses, and school and work campuses.



Visit elkay.com to see 
our complete line 

of water filters. 

WaterSentry Plus 51300C
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Filtration

WaterSentry Plus 51300C
• 3,000-gallon capacity equates to more than 22,000 water     
   bottles filled1

• Quick-Disconnect, 1/4 turn makes installation and     
   replacement easy

• Automatic inlet shut-off valve closes when filter is       
  removed to minimize spills

• Filter media is self-contained, providing a more sanitary  
  replacement process

• Recommeneded replacement is every 3,000 gallons or    
   one year after installation

• For use with most Elkay ezH2O bottle filling stations

Water Filtration  
Elkay water filters provide cleaner, great tasting water for our bottle filling stations, water coolers, drinking fountains and water 

dispensers. All of our filters are made with activated carbon to improve taste and odor. Many also reduce contaminants such as 

lead. Elkay filters are easy to connect and are self-contained replaceable cartridges, limiting exposure to contaminated media.

NSF/ANSI 42 certified for chlorine, taste 

and odor, and particulate Class I reduction, 

and NSF/ANSI 53 certified for lead 

reduction2.

Features vary by model.

1Capacity may vary depending on local water conditions.  
  Water bottle based on 16.9 ounces per bottle. 

2 View the certification listings for our products online at NSF.org. 

LZS8WSSP



Creating Your Custom Nameplate 
1. Choose your Elkay bottle filling stations.

2. Send us your desired logo and Pantone® colors.

3. Our custom team will handle the rest! 
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Custom

• Custom stainless steel fabrication

• Multilevel cooler and fountain configurations

• Vandal-resistant bubbler installation

Nameplate Personalization Product Customization

All ezH2O bottle filling stations are customizable 

with university- or company-specific logos. Orders 

can include a combination of units (retrofit, in-wall, 

ezH2O cooler combos, surface mounts). 

Customization is available for orders of 10 units 

or more. Units ordered must be either all filtered 

or all non-filtered. 

If you’re looking for a drinking solution that’s outside of our 

standard offerings, we can help you tailor an Elkay product 

to meet your unique specification. Whether you want to 

change the orientation of a SwirlFlo fountain or 

add a vandal-resistant bubbler to an EZ cooler, our 

custom program will exceed your expectations. 

Contact us today for complete details:
630-574-8570  | CIS@elkay.com

Features vary by model.

Custom Product Capabilities 
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Installation Made Easy 
Elkay is your one-stop shop for all things water delivery — from selecting the perfect unit that meets the needs of your facility, 

to making sure the unit is installed right and running smooth. As a trusted name in water delivery, our team of licensed and 

insured installers is ready to get the job done. From plumbing to electrical, and HVAC to construction, we’ve got it covered!

Quick and Simple Installs  
• Competitive rates

• Multilevel cooler and fountain configurations

• The assurance of knowing your unit is properly installed

• 90-day warranty
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Installation Services

LZS8WSSP

For more information visit: 
Visit elkay.com/contact-us/install

Features vary by model.
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About Elkay
Family owned since 1920, Elkay offers high-quality, innovative products and delivers excellent customer service. In the 
1960s, Elkay began manufacturing practical and dependable drinking water solutions. In 2010, Elkay introduced the 
award-winning ezH2O bottle filling station. This innovative, earth-friendly product gained instant popularity for the 
ability to encourage healthy hydration and the reduction of plastic bottle waste in the environment. 

Like your family, Elkay has values and traditions that endure; like a commitment to sustainability and to our country. 

LZSTL8WSSP


